Peer editing as a way of developing ELT students’ writing skills: An action research
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Abstract
Inspired from problematic nature of writing, this study adopted an action research through peer editing as a way of developing writing skills of students at an ELT department. This study was designed through the specific stages of an action research which are planning, action, observation and reflection. In planning and action stages, the researchers designed general and specific criteria to follow during the cycles, and they applied these criteria accordingly. In observation stage, the peer editing processes in specific cycles were observed. The researchers used cycles at this stage. These cycles were application processes which were followed step by step during peer editing. In reflection stage, reflections of the participants on peer editing in writing classes were gathered through a form. Qualitative data collected from participants were analyzed and reported descriptively at the end. The reflections were categorized as before and after writing classes, advantages and disadvantages of peer editing. In conclusion, peer editing in writing classes affects foreign language learners positively, and peer editing can be used in writing classes as an alternative way of developing ELT students’ writing skills.
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1. Introduction

1.1. Problem

Writing as a productive language skill has been regarded by many as a difficult one in comparison to other language skills, which are speaking, listening, and reading (Hengwichitkul, 2009; Rattanadilok Na Phuket & Othman, 2015; Reid, 2002; Sermsook, Liamnimitr & Pochakorn, 2017; Watcharapunyawong & Usaha, 2013). Writing in a second or foreign language becomes a complicated process as it comprises both cognitive strategies and background knowledge on the target language in terms of genre, culture, values etc. (Polio & Williams, 2009), and many factors may affect language users’ writing in a target language (Kobayashi & Rinnert, 2008; Kubota, 1998). Moreover, writing
requires a profound understanding of the text as a process, since reaching immediate feedback to form
a frame to follow in writing may not always be possible, and language users may be required to write
comprehensible, clear, suitable and informative texts. Using target language accurately, presenting and
organizing ideas clearly hold a crucial place in writing process in order to fulfill communication needs
successfully (Olshtain, 2001). In addition to the aforementioned problematic nature of writing, there are
also many reasons a student may avoid writing since most of the students think that writing is not fun
or enjoyable. When writing is not meaningful, it is really difficult to collect the variety of skills needed
to develop enthusiasm about writing. In order to reduce the frustration, struggles and sense of threat that
students may have about writing, peer editing can be benefited. Enhancing writing skills could be
achieved by adopting more meaningful tasks or common practices through peer editing.

1.2. Peer Editing

Peer editing (or peer response) is a common practice applied to enhance writing skills of language
learners in language classes. More than a decade, there have been research studies on the influence of
peer editing in foreign or second language writing instruction (Polio & Williams, 2009). That is to say,
peer editing is a strategic source in effective writing process.

It seems to be valuable to model, teach and control peer editing in language classrooms as nonnative
speakers may have insufficient competence of the target language to give instant feedback to the papers
written by their classmates (Kroll, 2001). Many students may find editing and revision stages of writing
boring and frustrating. At this point, peer editing can improve students’ interests and enthusiasms for
revision processes during writing. The influence of peer editing on language learners’ performances
have been searched in terms of time, quality of writing, learners’ attitudes on the advantages of peer
editing and correction types by peers (Polio & Williams, 2009). As for the teachers of writing, it is a
diagnostic teaching tool that unifies the class. Language teachers can gain insights into students’
cognitive skills as well as linguistic skills through their editorial comments.

Guiding peer editing can be conducted by teachers via presenting a list of straightforward questions
which requires students’ attention while they review both their own and their peers’ writings. Initial
classroom exercises can engage language learners in evaluating papers through a checklist pointing
specific aspects, which may have been covered in classes (Kroll, 2001). The important stages in peer
editing such as compliments, suggestions and corrections should be emphasized by teachers and peers
in an encouraging and positive manner.

1.3. Importance of the Study and Research Questions

This study focused on writing problems of prospective foreign language teachers studying at an
English Language Teaching (ELT) department of a public university in Turkey. The study can be
regarded as an important one when we consider the context of the study. The study was conducted at an
ELT department and the participants were prospective ELT teachers. Developing their writing skills as
well as other language skills holds crucial importance in their professional development. Additionally,
the department is relatively a new one when we consider the other ELT departments at different
universities in terms of their establishment years. Within this context, this kind of applications would
contribute to the efficiency of the language classes by presenting valuable conclusions, and content of
writing classes can be reviewed in a way that helps prospective ELT teachers’ both individual and
professional developments. In this regard, there are two research questions in the study as:

1. What are the reflections of participants on peer editing before and after the writing classes?
2. What are the reflections of participants on peer editing regarding its advantages and disadvantages?
1.4. Literature Review

Peer editing has been addressed in the literature by many studies on various aspects of foreign or second language teaching (Sadeghi & Baneh, 2012; Amores, 1997; Byrd, 2003; Harutyunyan & Poveda, 2018; Min & Xuemei, 2016; Strijbos, Narciss & Dinnebier, 2010). The following paragraphs discuss several of them in line with the context of this study.

Firstly, the literature reported research studies which investigated language learners’ and language teachers’ perceptions on peer editing. For example, Finch (2014) investigated student and teacher perceptions on peer editing at an English program at a university context in Korea through a focus group interview and questionnaire. The findings indicated that the participants had consensus on the advantages of peer editing. Similarly, Harutyunyan and Podeva (2018) searched the feelings and expectations of beneficiaries on peer review through the perceptions of students at a university context in Ecuador. The participants experienced peer revision as the main tool in an academic writing course to improve their final writing assignments. The results indicated that the participants who had undertaken a peer revision approach to academic writing thought that they benefited from peer revisions. These studies in two different contexts indicated that both language learners and professionals had positive attitudes towards peer editing. Secondly, error analysis processes were conducted in several research studies to develop writing skills of language learners. For instance, Zafar (2016) tried to improve writing skills of second language learners through error analysis in written tasks. The study suggested using error analysis to enhance language learners’ communication skills in bilingual settings. Additionally, Sermsook et al. (2017) examined language errors of learners studying English at a Thai university context by analyzing written samples of the students. The results showed that negative transfer of certain aspects of students’ mother language to the target language can result in writing problems in terms of spelling, subject-verb agreement, punctuation, articles, and capitalization. The study implied the application of explicit feedback on writing errors of students. Thirdly, experimental designs were performed to see the effects of peer editing on students’ writing abilities. Diab (2010) tried to compare peer editing and self-editing by implementing an experimental study on two different groups. It was observed that rule-based errors decreased significantly after the revisions in the experimental group. The study suggested peer editing in writing classes for language development. Likewise, Behjat and Yamini (2012) investigated whether assignment of self-editing and peer editing could improve EFL writing skills of Iranian university students. They designed an application consisting pre- and post-test methods in two different learner groups. The results showed that both self-editing and peer editing improved students’ EFL writing skills. Additionally, Ruegg (2015) tried to define the influence of teacher and peer response on learners’ writing performances. The participants received different treatments in two different groups throughout an academic year. The results suggested that it would be more appropriate for peers to provide feedback regarding academic and organization style, while teachers give feedback regarding content and grammar. Lastly, the influence of different instruction types on writing skills were also investigated in language education contexts. Ekmekci (2017) revealed the influence of flipped instruction in language learning regarding writing skill. The study compared flipped writing classes and conventional writing classes with regard to students’ writing performances. The findings yielded that students in the flipped writing classes outscored students in the conventional writing classes in terms of their writing performances after treatments. Similarly, Göy (2017) investigated the impact of strategy instruction on self-regulation abilities and writing skills of foreign language learners. The data were collected via multiple sources from the participants. The results indicated that students could improve their writing skills through strategy training. In conclusion, the literature showed many research studies exploring relations between peer editing and writing, and practices which were conducted by professionals to improve language learners’ writing ability in language education contexts.
2. Method

2.1. Setting and Participants

The present study was completed at an ELT department of a public university in Turkey. The department was a comparatively new one, when its establishment year, 2013, is considered. The study was conducted in the spring term of 2017-2018 academic year, and the name of course was ‘Reading & Writing Skills II’. The course was for the 1st grade students, and there were 34 students enrolled in the class. There were 21 female students and 13 male students. 21 of the students have attended preparatory class education prior to their education at the ELT department. The students have also taken the course “Reading and Writing skills I” in the previous term.

2.2. Research Design

This study adopted an action research to improve the students’ foreign language writing skills. Action research (AR) can be defined as an approach in which data are collected and interpreted through repeated cycles, which are defined in a clear way (Bailey, 2001). The researchers followed AR to enhance their students’ writing performances as AR is a kind of self-reflective implementation carried out by language learners to develop their writing practices and insights on these practices by considering the contexts in which they are conducted (Burns, 2005). AR focuses on problematic points to accomplish developments during applications (Burns, 2009).

The researchers followed the four stages of planning, action, observation, and reflection proposed by Kemmis and McTaggaret (1986, in Burns, 2005; p. 244) and Sagor (2005). In planning stage, the researchers planned the cycles, criteria, duration, and reflection processes, which were followed in cycles. The criteria for peer editing were also defined at this stage. They involved two sections: general criteria and specific criteria. General criteria involved the aspects of a language such as vocabulary, grammar, spelling, coherence, cohesion, punctuation and orthographic control in writing. Specific criteria involved the points up to the writing topic of the week. In action stage, writing activities and peer editing processes were conducted. The writing activities lasted 8 weeks, and students were expected to submit 5 writing assignments in predefined different topics. After completing writing assignments, students edited their peers’ assignments by using the checklist comprising the general and specific criteria designed for each assignment. This peer editing stage was repeated 3 times for each assignment by different peers. In observation stage, the researchers observed the processes in order to prevent any problem that may arise during peer editing processes. After completing peer editing processes, students submitted their finalized drafts to the instructor. Lastly, the reflections of students towards peer editing in foreign language writing classes were collected through a form. The cycles which were followed during this action research were schematized (Diagram 1) as follows:
2.3. Data Collection and Analysis

The reflections of participants towards peer editing practices in writing classes were collected through a reflection form. The reflection form involved four themes as experiences in writing before peer editing, experiences in writing after peer editing, advantages of peer editing, and disadvantages of peer editing. Then, reflections from each participant were categorized under the appropriate themes, and reported descriptively. Each entry was coded by labeling the participant with ‘S’ (student) and a number to keep the participants’ identity confidential.

3. Results

The first category reported the participants’ reflections on writing before the peer editing cycles. Example entries from the participants for the first category as follows:

- Boring and non-exciting classes. (S2)
- The only thing that I used to do was writing, nothing else. (S4)
- I had difficulties in sentence structure and coherence of the paragraphs. (S10)
- I did not know how to write efficiently. (S15)
- I used to learn rules and forget applying them while writing. (S17)
- I did not know what criteria to apply while writing. (S22)
- I used to write long sentences with many mistakes. (S32)

The entries from the participants indicated that participants had problems in writing classes before peer editing cycles in terms of constructing sentences, following criteria, writing in an efficient way, interest in writing classes, etc.

The second category reported the participants’ reflections on writing after the peer editing cycles. Example entries from the participants for the second category as follows:

- I learned how to see my mistakes and how to correct them. (S1)
- I started to write paragraphs in a correct way. I developed my vocabulary range. My paragraphs became more coherent. (S10)
- A different, entertaining, and didactic activity and experience. (S11)
In fact, this term taught us how to approach an assignment in an objective and correct way in a teacher’s perspective. (S13)

I learned how to write by following criteria. I focused on the structures of the essays. (S17)

I can organize my essays in a correct way now. (S19)

I began to see easily my mistakes in my writing assignments. (S20)

The entries from the participants reported that participants held positive views in writing classes after peer editing cycles in terms of following criteria, organizing writing, writing coherent paragraphs, recognizing their mistakes, beneficial experiences in writing classes, etc.

The third category reported the participants’ reflections on the advantages of peer editing after the cycles. Example entries from the participants for the third category as follows:

- Essays were checked by the peers. Everybody evaluated them with a different perspective. A mistake that was disregarded by one peer was underlined by another peer. It was beneficial for me. (S3)
- We corrected our mistakes. We sorted out some problems about writing. We felt like a teacher. (S5)
- We saw our mistakes as well as others’ through peer editing. It helped us in terms of grammar. (S10)
- I had chance of comparing my papers with my peers’ papers. This was the most important advantage. (S14)
- Peer editing improved my writing. We learned new points, new vocabulary items. (S20)
- I learned many new ideas from my friends’ paper while editing. (S23)
- I learnt how to evaluate a writing assignment. (S31)

The entries from the participants showed that participants think peer editing was beneficial in terms of evaluation by peers with a new perspective, comparing their papers with others’ papers, learning new vocabulary items and new ideas, learning how to evaluate a writing assignment, etc.

The last category reported the participants’ reflections on the disadvantages of peer editing after the cycles. Example entries from the participants for the fourth category as follows:

- Trying to correct paper without checking the appropriate usage caused confusions. (S3)
- They highlighted some true words or sentences as mistakes. (S15)
- Maybe the people who evaluated us do not know any grammar rules. It can be possible. I wish our teacher could control and show us our mistakes. (S17)
- Peers’ behavior of finding mistakes demotivated me. (S22)
- Some of my peers marked unnecessary mistakes, and actually they were not mistakes. This made me angry about peer editing. (S25)
- They misjudged papers. They even crossed the words they did not know and tried to correct things that were already correct. (S26)
- As we are nearly at the same level, we made some problematic evaluations. (S33)

The entries from the participants reported that participants were not in favor of peer editing in terms of their peers’ behaviors in dealing with mistakes without checking correct usages, and problematic evaluations due to being nearly the same proficiency levels.

4. Discussion and Conclusion
This study was designed as an AR and completed in ten weeks in the spring term of 2017-2018 academic year. Since AR is considered as a bridge between researchers and teachers, this study mainly focused on how prospective teachers can be encouraged to adapt it into their classroom practices. Thus, the underlying reason of this action research was to improve writing skills of the students studying at the ELT department through peer editing. The study followed planning, action, observation, and reflection cycles. In the first cycle, writing topics, peer editing checklists involving general and specific criteria were planned and introduced to the students. In the second cycle, eight weeks of writing process was carried out by the students. In the third cycle, students conducted peer editing processes through peer editing checklists, and the researchers observed these processes and helped them when necessary. In the fourth cycle, they reflected their experiences on peer editing.

The reflections from students mainly showed that they were in favor of peer editing in writing classes. This result supported previous studies in the literature. For example, Neff (2006) and Harutyunyan and Poveda (2018) reported that language learners benefited from analyzing their peers’ papers. Likewise, Al-Nafiseh (2013) stated that peer editing improved students’ writing skills by increasing their awareness on texts. Similarly, Garofalo (2013) expressed that the application of peer editing checklists contributes to second language learners by presenting them both writer and editor roles. Additionally, Diab (2010) and Hemati (2012) suggested the application of peer editing in writing classrooms for language teachers. However, the students expressed several negative views on peer editing applications in terms of their peers’ insufficient knowledge on some grammar rules, vocabulary items, and problematic evaluations.

In conclusion, the results indicated that the participants were in favor of peer editing in EFL writing classes, and peer editing can be implemented as an effective way to enhance students’ writing skills in foreign language learning. Peer editing in writing classes not only can help language learners to evaluate themselves through checklists but also it can present them different insights from their peers’ papers in writing. Peer editing has positive effects on both developing learner autonomy, and cooperation and team work in the classroom. Moreover, it is highly motivating for the students, and it helps them to be aware of the criteria and rubric used for the assessment of writing. Though it has some challenges and drawbacks, it can be used as an alternative way in enhancing language learners’ writing skills.
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